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Beekeepers Predict
Average Honey Season
Indications from beekeepers up and down the country are that the
2021-22 honey season is shaping as an average yield nationally. We
check in with a range of beekeepers, targeting a wide range of honey
varieties, across many regions to gather their thoughts as the bees’
main honey gathering period comes to a close.

The word “average” is being used frequently by beekeepers this
season, with individual regions dipping slightly above or below
that middle of the road mark, but with few “disaster” areas.
On a national scale, “average” amounts to 28.5kg of honey per
hive according to the Ministry for Primary Industries best estimates
over the past 10 years. Last season the country averaged 25.4kg/
hive for a total of 20,500 tonnes, whereas the summer previous to
that (2019-20) saw a record honey crop of around 27,000 tonnes at
31.1kg/hive.
Indications are the current season’s crop will likely fall in
between those two previous yields, with the all-important manuka

honey crop subject to its usual variability over both North and
South Islands.
Clover honey prices are on the rebound after a few years in the
doldrums and certain areas of Canterbury, Otago and Northern
Southland are reported to have brought beekeepers high yields, a
combination which should please.
Native floral sources rewarewa, tawari and rata are said to have
not flowered well, limiting their honey crop.
The honey season began poorly in the far north of the country,
with the fickle weather of September and October limiting
production of potentially high value manuka honey crops and
leaving several calling the area a “write-off”. Lower in Northland,
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Honey boxes are still coming into extraction sheds all around the country,
but so far beekeepers are reporting a national honey take likely to be on par
with the long-term average.

and in certain pockets of manuka, more settled late spring
and early summer weather provided more productive
conditions though.
“I haven’t heard too many people happy about their manuka
and a lot of the big trucks left early and there are a fair few people
getting around with feeding tanks now. That tells the story,” says
Paul Martin, recent past president of Whangarei Bee Club and an
Apiculture New Zealand board member.
A dry summer brought an early end to much of Northland’s bush
and pasture flows.
Large operators Manuka Health say they have had an at least
average season in Northland though, targeting manuka honey in
later, November and December, flowering areas further south.
For those aiming for manuka honey lower down the North Island
it seems the further inland and higher altitude they headed the
higher total yields were likely to be, with that especially true in the
Wairarapa.
Jim McMillan, director of True Honey Co, spends the spring and
summer relocating hives, often via helicopter, to manuka honey
areas for both his company and fellow beekeepers.
“Anything in peak flower from about 20 December onwards hit
better weather through the Christmas and New Year period. Some
warm and settled days. Some people would have got exceptional
results, but generally on average 20 to 25kg per hive,” McMillan
says of the Wairarapa.
On the East Cape the story
was much the same, then on
the western side of the North
Island the Taranaki and into
the upper Whanganui
and Taihape area was
productive for manuka

crops, the third or fourth straight year that Taranaki has come
up trumps.
“Taranaki provided a short and sharp flowering, but we got
some lovely weather and will come in above average there. It
burned off early though,” says Dave Campbell, Manuka Health
general manager supply chain.
Egmont Honey have also reported better than average yields
in apiaries in the Taranaki, while Kaimai Range Honey moved
hives into a block in the region too, with owner Jody Mitchell
happy with the take despite an earlier than liked end to manuka
flowering.
“We did well, but for a while it was looking like it was going
to be that one bumper season in 10. Then the first cyclone went
through and took out a bunch of flower, then the second finished
it off,” Mitchell says.
The Central Plateau is also said to have performed above
average for manuka honey production.
Taihape based Tweeddale’s Honey owner Don Tweeddale says
they expect “a good average crop on bush honey and a good
average on manuka too” with their hives concentrated on the
west side of the island benefitting from a more sheltered season
than those further east, which proved more prone to wet and
windy weather this summer.
As for other natives, tawari and rewarewa have not flowered well
through the Bay of Plenty, King Country or Taranaki, Mitchell says.
SOUTH ISLAND
While manuka honey is the primary domain of the North Island,
there are still plenty of areas in the South where crops are
targeted, but in season 2021-22 fickle December weather appears
to have limited the take.

got bees?
we want your honey!

we are always buying honey
we also buy beeswax
to sell, go to our online form
bees.globalhoneycorp.com

now selling invert
C3 bee feed
made in Germany

c3.globalhoneycorp.com

True Honey Co director Jim McMillan
specialises in helicopter placement
of hives and says, from what he
has seen, higher-altitude and later
flowering manuka sites have been most
productive for beekeepers this season.

we also supply
honey drums

0800 NZ GLOBAL (0800 694 562) · sales@globalhoneycorp.com
Buyers of honey, organic honey and beeswax
Suppliers of honey drums and C3 bee feed
globalhoneycorp.com
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Taylor Pass Honey Co runs hives across Marlborough at the top
of the island, then Central Otago and into Westland further south.
When the sun finally came out around Christmas and New Year
there was still some manuka flower left, so their take might have
hit around average they report.
For Taylor Pass Honey’s Otago apiary manager Steve Wootton
the clover honey crop has been very positive though.
“It was slow to get going with the cooler December, but January
was good for about an eight to 12 day period where they really
put it away. Definitely above average for clover. It came to a quick
end, but pretty happy with it,” Wootton says.
Also in that area, Peter Ward of Alpine Honey Specialities says
his manuka honey crop was stunted by the unproductive weather
earlier, but the season eventually came right.
“Some areas have been really good, but manuka has been
disappointing. The Central Otago area non-manukas, that’s clover
and vipers bugloss, have gone really well. There has been good
production. Northern Southland has been about average, but
Central Otago was definitely the best area,” Ward says.
Further north, in Canterbury, honey production is said to have
been successful in North Canterbury, while south of Christchurch it
was more limited.
Midlands Apiaries, based in Ashburton, were limited by a
“miserable” period of weather pre-Christmas, according to field
operations manager Matt McCully.
“After Christmas it came right for a good period and we did an
alright harvest, but nothing like last year. We did far better last
year,” McCully says.

Dave Campbell of Manuka
Health expects their honey
take to reach at least
average quantities in many
regions of the North Island.

That aligns with the report of
Hantz Honey owner Barry Hantz,
based in Leeston.
“Clover has been average, probably
a bit below, and for the amount of
seed clover that was about it is a bit
disappointing. It could have been a good
year but there was just too much rain all the
way through. We got a bit, but nothing too outstanding,”
Hantz says.
“Around Canterbury most beekeepers will have got about an
average crop, although some would have done better than others.”
Over on the West Coast kamahi crops were reduced due to the
poor December weather, while the infrequent flowering rata trees
largely took the season off.
When beekeepers talk about their honey crop, the conversation
often moves to selling the product. On that note, Manuka Health’s
Dave Campbell summed up the sentiment.
“I think some other larger outfits have done well too and the
national crop shouldn’t be too bad,” Campbell says.
“Perhaps we needed a below average one to match supply and
demand better, but that doesn’t seem to be the case.”

Bob beelines
his honey to
market quicker
Time is money and Bob needs to get his
testing reports to buyers as quickly as
possible. Using the hummTM online portal
Bob can quickly retrieve honey test results
and create customised test reports that
meet his honey buyer’s specific needs.
For all your honey testing needs, hummTM
in partnership with Gribbles Scientific.

Just a few quick steps:

humm.
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Samples sent
for testing
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Results are
received back
in the hummTM
portal
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Using hummTM
Bob selects the
samples and
test results he
wants to share.
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hummTM
generates
customised
report in pdf
format.

simply
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PDF to an email
and sends to
the buyer.

We’re off to market!
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Manuka Honey
Team Regroups
for UK Appeal
New Zealand’s bid to gain exclusive use of
the term “manuka honey” in the UK market
was setback following a ruling from the UK
Intellectual Property Office (IPO) in December
which denied a certification trademark (CTM).
The Manuka Honey Appellation Society (MHAS)
will launch an appeal on behalf of the Kiwi
interest though. Spokesman John Rawcliffe
speaks with Apiarist’s Advocate to explain how
their appeal is being made in the interest of UK
consumers as well as Kiwi producers.

“Just because it’s thick and golden doesn’t mean it’s the same
honey” say those behind New Zealand honey producers’ latest
appeal to gain exclusive use of the term “manuka honey”.

On March 2 the Unique Manuka Factor Honey Association
(UMFHA) is holding a meeting of its members to seek support
to continue the legal proceedings to protect the term “manuka
honey” in the UK and other territories. The UMFHA’s support, as a
collection of key manuka honey exporters, is fundamental for the
CTM programme to continue.
It has been argued, by the Australian Manuka Honey Association,
that manuka honey was widely used as a “descriptive term” for
a type of honey and had not come to reflect an understanding
among consumers that the honey exclusively originates from
New Zealand.
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However, MHAS contends that assertion with the fact that New
Zealand manuka honey has dominated the market for the 22 years
it has been exposed to the product.
“The CTM programme is based on the consumer. The consumer
has, over the last 22 years, only ever received manuka from New
Zealand, with just the odd drib or drab from elsewhere,” Rawcliffe
explains.
“Australian producers weren’t in the market. They came, they
went, they came, they went. They never, ever, truly stayed in the
market. The dominant supplier, the major supplier, to almost
complete saturation, has been manuka from New Zealand.”
MHAS first got the ball rolling on New Zealand’s bid to gain
some form of ownership of the term in the United Kingdom and
other territories in 2015. It has been a key battleground ever
since, while another important case will be ruled on in New
Zealand this year as well. Within New Zealand the Manuka
Charitable Trust (MCT) now represents the honey industry interests
on the matter, with MHAS undertaking the current UK proceedings
on their behalf. (Editor’s note: The MCT was recently profiled in
the Apiarist’s Advocate, Manuka Trust’s Plan of Attack, January
2022 issue).
After the initial filing of a CTM in the UK — which would have
meant the term manuka honey could only be used to describe
honey gathered in New Zealand — a challenge to that filing was
launched by the Australian producers and the Valeo Food Group,
who distribute Rowse branded honey. That was the challenge
upheld in December, forcing the latest appeal.

“There’s a lot that the CTM programme is based on, but a key
principle is that manuka, in the mind of the consumer, has only
ever been presented as from New Zealand, and in all situations the
label had the origin of that honey. So, for the last 22 years, all they
have known, all they have been educated on, all they have seen, is
the two things that are required for it to be a certified trademark
under the rules: ‘manuka honey’ and ‘from New Zealand’.”
While MHAS is undoubtedly acting in the interest of Kiwi
producers, they are also seeking to protect the consumer.
“We’re here to ensure consumer expectations are met. For the
past 20 years the consumer has been supplied honey made from
nectar of the leptospermum scoparium species of plant from New
Zealand under the name ‘manuka honey’. If that consumer is now
being told that honey from any country and from any of the
80-plus species of the leptospermum genus — which tastes
different, flows different, and has different properties — is manuka,
that could be described as misleading,” Rawcliffe says.
“We are affirming what the consumer knows and seeking to
ensure the consumer continues to receive the product they expect.
“The expansion of species under a common name is exactly
the same as going into a supermarket, collecting up every single
lemon, orange, mandarin and lime and putting them in the same
basket. I’m now calling them all limes because it’s a name that’s
worth more. You bite into it and go, that’s totally different. Yes,
they may all be citrus fruit, but they are not all limes – and so it
goes with honey. Just because it’s thick and golden doesn’t mean
it’s the same honey.”

Results you
can trust

Be confident with your honey, by testing with New Zealand’s leading
analytical test provider. We offer an extensive range of honey tests
with fast turnaround times, using the latest technology and methods,
providing IANZ accredited results you can trust.
Test your honey with the laboratory that’s 100% New Zealand owned
and operated.

0508 HILL LAB | hill-laboratories.com
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Honey House
Machinery – Brand New
to Over a Century Old
Last month we explored Greta Valley Honey, the business of
Jeff Brand and Juan Wu in Burnham, south of Christchurch.
MAGGIE JAMES now takes a closer look around their well-planned,
clean and spacious honey house which holds a wide range of wellmaintained historic and new equipment, some manufactured in
the district, others a world away. With a bit of research into the
still in-use gear, she uncovers the long history behind some items
which even the owners were not aware.

The machinery, workflows and methods of production at Greta
Valley Honey are adequate for the husband-and-wife team
working from home base, without staff and under a domestic
Risk Management Plan. With honey production liquid, creamed
and cut comb, as well as dried and cleaned pollen, the Burnham
business has much need for a range of equipment. We’ll start
with the honey production – but it is perhaps the pollen drier and
cleaner with the best tale to tell.
HONEY PRODUCTION
As soon as the second-to-outside frames in Greta Valley Honey
supers are 70% capped, they are escaped and promptly extracted.
“Because of our 60 km travel radius from base, and as sole
operators of approximately 570 hives, we can selectively super per
hive and monitor hive health,” Brand says
“Supers are more likely to be full, avoiding empty spaces that
can occur with excessive supering. The eight frame supers create a
bigger area to hold honey and are easier for uncapping. Excessive
supering, and long pre-extraction times would require us to own a
greater amount of honey supers.”
Full supers are unloaded in the honey house with a 1.5 tonne
forklift and extracted promptly, getting them quickly back into the
field again. Sometimes, supers go to the warming room, heated
by a 1200-watt fan heater at 38⁰C for two days, while
manuka may require longer.
The Greta Valley
Honey extraction
room: clean, tidy
and efficient, with
plenty of natural
light to boot!

EXTRACTION AND PACKING
ROOMS
As domestic market only
suppliers and not selling to a
packer, honey lab analysis
costs are minimal. Being
south of 42⁰ latitude,
tutin testing is not
required.
Brand and Wu extract
100, eight frame boxes at a
time. Extraction is undertaken
January through to end of April,
and generally includes batches

of manuka or clover,
with beech dew only
occasionally. Unlike
some extraction plants,
this room has natural
light and a view!
To keep temperatures
down for working
conditions there is a
wall-mounted fan high
up, the room is on
the south side of the
building with a large
exterior double-glazed
window. The fan, when
necessary, runs on a
timer three hourly for
Manuka Honey creamer:
one hour, circulating
It isn’t all second hand and
and cooling air.
repurposed equipment at
“As far as I am
Greta Valley Honey, this
concerned, extraction is a hot, sticky,
creamer was purchased
messy job, the window was an essential
new from China.
to make the job more pleasurable, and
when possible – if no robbing – the window
can be opened a few millimetres to aid air
flow, with wire mesh over the opening,” Brand says.
The radial honey extractor and cappings spinner, which holds
100 frames, is the design of well-known intergenerational Mid
Canterbury beekeeper John Syme, manufactured in 1969. Syme
remembers repairing the electronics for the previous owner in
approximately 1990. Cappings are also augered out from under
the uncapper, then into the cappings spinner.
There are separate holding tanks and creamers for clover and
manuka. The two holding tanks are previously milk vats, each
holding approximately 2000kg (six drums).
In 2015 the 330kg manuka creamer on four legs, with big
3-phase motor, and variable speed control box, was made in
China to the couple’s specifications. Cost included freight, with
Wu liaising with a Chinese manufacturing engineer. GST was paid
on import.
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“We found this process cost-effective. We believe similar
componentry in NZ would cost substantially more. I was required
to hold an export/import licence, for which there was no cost
nor expiry date. International logistics were arranged with GVI
Logistics, Christchurch and we would use them again,” Brand says.
Their direct import was not covered under the Consumer
Guarantees Act. However, in 2017 when the collars around the
motor cracked, Wu contacted the Chinese company.
“It appears the maker had not factored in the heaviness of
manuka honey, and – at no charge – suitable heavier duty
replacements were posted to us.”

Creaming and packing:
complete with liquid clover
honey holding tank with gate
(top left) which can feed down
into the Bratby & Hinchcliffee
clover creamer (bottom
left). Creamed honey is then
pumped to the packing tank,
which can be set to pack an
automated specific weight,
with scales to verify.

In the air-conditioned
packing room a 2000kg
cooling tank, probably
mid-1970s manufacture,
holds liquid clover honey for
two days prior to creaming.
Purchased by Brand, a
noiseless stainless steel clover
creamer with heavy cast steel
Wax melter:
housing is marked Bratby &
manufactured by David
Hinchcliffe, Manchester. It would most
Penrose Engineering
definitely be over 100 years old and
and capable of
still creams tonnes of honey every year.
producing high quality,
The Manchester engineering company
clean wax.
were manufacturers of machinery to the
soft drink industry. Therefore, it appears
the housing on this creamer has been
reincarnated! The canister is extremely heavy stainless steel, the
heaviest out of all their equipment and because England were
among the world leaders in stainless steel, it is potentially still
original.
WAX MELTER
Made by David Penrose Engineering, Mid Canterbury, probably
manufactured in the early 1970s.

Hive Straps
Replace harsh to handle steel strapping and emlocks with
Aerofast’s New Zealand made Hive Straps. More
environmentally friendly, cost effective, easier to apply and
remove than traditional single-use steel strapping. Get in
touch today by emailing us at tiedowns@aerofast.co.nz or
phoning us on +64 3 376 4028

PROUDLY NZ MADE
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

GET YOUR BRAND
& COLOURS

UV TREATED
WEBBING

TRUSTED BY NZ’S
LEADING KEEPERS
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OTHER EQUIPMENT
Sugar syrup mixing is made easy using a formerly central heating
tank, for which in 1980 (to fellow Canterbury beekeeper Barry
Sheehan’s specifications) a motor pump and pipes were added,
enabling mixing of sugar and pumping.
Honey drums are purchased from a local baker and have been
used only once for golden syrup.
A comb cutting stand and knives enables full depth frames
to be cut to 340gm, with the aid of florescent lights which also
came with the purchase. Brand says the package was a bargain,
picked up at the clearance auction of the NZ Honey Co-op at
Pleasant Point.
POLLEN PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
In 1992 when Brand purchased his business, it was setup for pollen
production and processing which, although a major earner, was
labour intensive. Brand ceased this production in 2010 when
varroa first exhibited in Canterbury, as he was unsure as to the
presence of chemical residues from miticides in collected pollen.
As he learned how to control varroa, coincidentally honey prices
rose. Now as a buffer against falling honey prices, rising costs, and
consumers post Covid appearing to pursue products to strengthen
body immunity, pollen production has been reinstituted and
markets are being sought.
Brand makes his own pollen traps and these are installed the
first week of October for five weeks. Traps are not on during honey

Pollen drier: Jeff Brand puts his 1930s Australian manufactured chicken
incubator to use as an expert pollen drier!

PYRAMID APIARIES
QUALITY ITALIAN QUEENS

Place your order for
over-wintered queens
now to ensure supply
for spring!

MATED QUEENS
VIRGIN QUEENS
CELLS & NUCS
(Marlborough pickup)

MARLBOROUGH BASED
C O M M E R C I A L LY & T E R T I A R Y T R A I N E D B E E K E E P E R S
NO STAFF, JUST HANDS-ON OWNERS
Nationwide overnight delivery of mated & virgin queens // Cells and nucs via pick-up only

P & L DAWKINS
pyramid.apiaries@gmail.com
027 383 7278
www.pyramidapiaries.co.nz
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Pollen cleaner: This repurposed seed cleaner, driven by wooden pulleys and
leather belts is predicted to be at least 108 years old, and still in regular use.

flows, and he likes to avoid the main white clover flow which
produces brown coloured pollen. Customers prefer the vibrancy
of bright yellow and orange coloured pollens! Because hives are
healthy and strong, and traps emptied regularly, there is minimal
debris in the harvested pollen, which is frozen that day.
The pollen drier is a large, stylish, suitably impressive looking
chicken incubator. The Australian hardwood cabinet holds shelves
of the original galvanised and ventilated metal trays. Pollen is
contained in trays wrapped in mutton cloth. The incubator is in
working, safe order, operating at 40⁰C with three fans, drying
pollen for 24 hours, with pollen moisture content escaping via
closed-door edges.
The manufacturer is Multiplo Incubator and Brooder Ltd
which appears to be an Australian company, that in the early
1930s invented and patented poultry incubators. It is quite likely

Multiplo Incubator and Brooder: Do you think the manufacturers in the
1930s would have foreseen this chicken incubator’s use nearly a century on?

this incubator with a 1933 patent, electric nonetheless, was
manufactured not long afterwards.
The dried pollen is then put through a seed cleaner to which a
half horsepower motor has been added. The contents of the dried
pollen trays are emptied onto the leather belt, and the action of
the belt rolls out the lighter bee debris, into the white wooden tray
on the right. The fan from the motor blows out any other light
fluffy debris. Then, with the action of the motor and gravity, pollen
trickles through different sized screens as it makes its way to the
bottom screen, and then fully cleaned flows out a chute into a
container on the floor, under the table.
“I don’t know the seed cleaner age, but the wooden casing is old
and heavy, without borer and manufacturer’s plaque. I’m slightly
concerned, one of the pulleys is just starting to show a bit of wear,”
Brand details.
For this article, the local Ellesmere Vintage Machinery Club was
contacted. Their spokesperson was highly interested in Brand’s
seed cleaner. Until 2000 he manufactured seed cleaners to
operate with the same concept, and he considered that Brand’s
item has wooden pulleys and leather belt, therefore manufacture
was certainly somewhere between 1840-1914; not later than 1914!
This long history of their still hard-working equipment was
unbeknown to Brand and Wu and has left them in a similar state
to pollen debris – blown away!
For more information on any of the Greta Valley Honey equipment,
contact Jeff Brand and Juan Wu, email: jbrand-gvhoney@xtra.co.nz
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AFB Dogs
Dilemma:
A Step Towards
a Solution
BY FRANK LINDSAY
Despite promising findings, research into the
effectiveness of dogs at identifying American
foulbrood (AFB) looks likely to stall (as detailed
last month in Passing the Sniff Test). Among
those who backed the Foulbrood Detection Project
was the Southern North Island Beekeeping Group
(SNIBG). They would desperately like to see it
continued to the next stage and have a plan to try
and make it happen. Life member Frank Lindsay
explains the situation, and how you can help.
Heading into the Foulbrood Detection Project, we didn’t know if
AFB spores produced a scent, how much they produce or whether
a dog could detect spores. Previously dogs have been trained on
“AFB hives” in the South Island, but not isolated spores.
This was to be a one year long project, but getting approval to
hold spores and then isolating the spores meant the steering
group were well into the second year before they could commence
the trial which proved conclusively (100% of the time) that dogs
could identify spores in a sample jar. A paper on this trial is being
written and will be presented for peer review shortly.
However, we ran out of time under this existing project to
undertake the field trial work which will now need a new
programme and financing.

Frank Lindsay

The AFB Pest Management
Plan (PMP) Board haven’t
shown much interest in this
project and even though the
results so far have been
positive, they haven’t
been interested in
funding it. This is perhaps
understandable as it is
only their role to see that
beekeepers comply with the
AFB regulations and destroy
hives showing the disease. They
are however looking into having the
regulations modified to allow trained
dogs to enter farm properties.
Winter time is perhaps the ideal time for a trainer to run a dog
through an apiary, as the bees are not flying: flying, defensive bees
may cause the dogs to become hive shy. Any hive that the dogs
indicated on could be marked for inspection by the beekeeper in
the spring.
Honey supers are also a major cause of transmission. It is so
easy to miss a diseased cell when there is a rush to get the honey
off and processed. Frames during the extraction process are
mixed and end up in different supers so can cause the disease to
be spread inadvertently. A dog could identify these so that the
beekeeper could take proactive action.
While we in New Zealand have long relied on human inspections
of hives, research1 has shown that inspecting hives is not totally
effective. By just inspecting the apiary, there is a 3% chance of
finding more diseased hives. By inspecting all hives within 3km,
there is only a 48% chance of finding more diseased hives.
There has to be a better way to detect this disease before it
shows clinically and there is:
•
Beekeepers can now use honey testing to identify spores to
a batch or an apiary.
•
They can use DNA testing by using dnature’s Foster Method
of swabbing the bottom board or front entrance of the hives
to detect those with spores.
•
An alternative may be to use a trained sniffer dog.
The ability of dogs to be of value in these operations must be
scientifically determined. However, at the moment this project
is incomplete and likely to stay that way. All we need is perhaps
$100,000 of industry money from the beekeeping community, plus
an equal contribution from Ministry for Primary Industries’ funds to
complete the field trial.
The AFB PMP have stated that it cost a little over $6 to inspect a
hive and their aim is to inspect two percent of hives each year. AFB
can affect all beekeepers alike. If every beekeeper donated $5 a
year for two years, we could have the industry funding contribution
to support this trial within months.
There is a lack of industry research funding. The Minister has
often reflected on this. So, to this end, the Southern North Island
Beekeeping Group is prepared to use our SNIBG Education Trust
for this purpose.
Shortly we will be canvassing beekeepers and clubs for voluntary
contributions to get the dog trial and other research funded.
The research into AFB sniffer dogs has proved very promising,
we want it to continue to the next stage, for the benefit of all
beekeepers, thus we will need your help.
Watch this space.

References
1. rsif20130650 - Modelling the spread of AFB on Jersey 2010
www.royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rsif.2013.0650
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Strength in
Numbers Sought
Apiculture needs greater industry representation if it is to progress
and push for change for the better, believes the chief executive of the
largest industry body, Apiculture New Zealand (ApiNZ). It’s been a busy
period representing beekeeper interests through issues of Covid-19 and
lockdowns, trying to limit ongoing costs of compliance and bureaucracy,
as well as improving industry access, says Karin Kos. She took the
opportunity to speak to Apiarist’s Advocate to stress the importance of
their work and appeal for greater support from beekeepers.

“A lot of beekeepers are not a member of any industry
organisation and that is a problem for our industry,” Kos explains.
“We have the wine industry present at our national conference, we
have the avocado industry present, and, yes, success has come
from their strong industry representation. If we want change to lift
our ability to be effective – and I do think we are effective for the
small, largely voluntary, organisation that we are – then having a
unified voice, having funding to do the research, to really push for
change, is the only way forward.”
ApiNZ is not the only industry body available to beekeepers,
there are the likes of New Zealand Beekeeping Incorporated,
which draw in members from across New Zealand, as well as more
localised groups such as Southern North Island Beekeeping Group.
ApiNZ is the largest though, claiming to represent about 2500
beekeepers, many of which fall under the membership of their
local clubs aligned to ApiNZ.
At last count New Zealand had 9891 registered beekeepers, a
mix of hobbyist and commercial.
Currently Kos is ApiNZ’s sole full-time employee, joined by
three others in part-time roles. Focus groups rely on members
volunteering their time. A board of eight, led by independent chair
Bruce Wills, meets bi-monthly to oversee operations at ApiNZ.

A sentiment that ApiNZ members were carrying the water for other
“freeloading” beekeepers when it came to industry representation was voiced
at their latest AGM. Photo: ApiNZ.

Among ApiNZ members present at their AGM in Rotorua last
June there was a sentiment that they, through their financial
support of the industry group, were providing the resources for a
lot of industry good which other beekeepers were “freeloading” off.
While the nature of their role as an “industry good” group means
beekeepers far and wide see the benefit of their work, ApiNZ do
need broad support to be most effective, the chief executive says.
“As we have got better at articulating what we do and why
we are doing it, and as we have become entrenched in dealings
with government – to the point where they now approach us on
issues – we now get a lot of non-members who ring up wanting
support and services. They are not always willing to support the
work though. That is an issue, because we have a core, committed
group of members, who we are thankful for their ongoing support.”
Lately dealings with government departments have often
centred around ensuring the industry is included on any fastmoving rules and laws around Covid-19 and New Zealand’s
response.
“We are around the table and they know to think about
beekeepers. That goes to the heart of why you need industry
representation,” Kos says.
The benefits the industry body’s work provides beekeepers can
be split into two categories she believes. First, the more tangible
advantages like access to information or discounts and savings,
then there is the work which goes on behind the scenes, such as
that with Government departments, submissions and consultation
on behalf of the industry and the work of their voluntary focus
groups on specific areas of importance to apiculture.
“If there is anything that matters to our industry, we will be there
with really good submissions,” Kos says.
Currently ApiNZ have a submission to the Ministry for Primary
Industries on proposed changes to cost recovery in the food
system, which could see the Export Bee Levy rise from $1005.70 a
year to $2443 and the per-hour rate for verification go from $176
to $230.50.
“MPI should manage its costs more prudently and act in a
consistent and transparent way that does not add sudden costs,”
the ApiNZ submission states as part of their rejection of the
sudden heaping of extra compliance costs on beekeepers.
Among the successes in which ApiNZ has played a key role in
the past year which Kos lists are: getting Auckland City Council to
reconsider a rule which would have limited beehives to one brood
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box, increasing
the export honey
parcel limit from 2kg
to 12, and the move
from twice-yearly to
only annual RMP audits
Karin Kos
for some honey facilities.
ApiNZ member benefits
also include access to regular
correspondence and information through the NZ Beekeeper
Journal, weekly emails from the chief executive and quarterly
honey market reports. A Bee Smart Toolkit is also available,
which provides templates around the likes of health and safety
protocols and landowner agreements. Members can also receive
discounts to the ApiNZ national conference and at several honey
testing facilities.
“Those are the bread-and-butter things, important value adds,
which members get access to and can provide savings,” Kos says.
It is ApiNZ’s wider body of work where they hope to add the
greatest value though, and therefore want to appeal to more
beekeepers for their support through membership.
“Good communication is important, and that’s my background,
but we could do so much more with some good funding behind
the industry,” Kos says.

ApiNZ National
Conference & Trade
Show Update
ApiNZ are hopeful for a full gathering of delegates at
their National Conference in Christchurch, June 30 to
July 1, but organisers are working on a contingency
plan too.
Covid-19 and lockdown restrictions are a looming threat,
meaning the plan A of an in-person gathering at the
brand-new Te Pae Christchurch Convention Centre
could be curtailed. If the country is at traffic light levels
green or orange, an in-person conference will take
place. However, if the whole country, or a particular
region, remains at the red light level a virtual conference
will take place.
“We will be doing all we can to keep planning a fully
attended conference at the fabulous new convention
centre in Christchurch. However, we know we need a
contingency,” Kos says.
Should the red traffic light setting or any other force
majeure causes the in-person event to be cancelled,
those registered will be eligible for a full refund, or to
transfer their registration to the following year.

WANT A HEALTHY
INDUSTRY?
We're
working
on it.
Advocacy, savings, research,
tools, information
Find out more: www.apinz.org.nz/join-us
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Varroa Diaries:
Flanders & Moffett
– A Numbers Game
In the Hawke’s Bay the beekeeping operation of Flanders and
Moffett have been able to effectively control their varroa mite
numbers by keeping a close eye on some other numbers. In our
second installment of Varroa Diaries, we learn how the threebeekeeper, 1800-hive operation is counting brood boxes, brood
frames, strips used and – perhaps most importantly – hives in
each apiary, to effectively control varroa.
The fight against varroa is becoming increasingly complex in
many areas of the country, as large populations of the mite
force adaptions in pest management plans. The Flanders and
Moffett varroa treatment regime is still heavily reliant on tradition
synthetic miticide treatments of Apivar in spring and Bayvarol
in Autumn though, followed by oxalic acid “fogging” through
the winter months. However, it is other management practices
that limit multiplication and spread of varroa that is aiding their
successful management, owner Jeff Flanders says.
Flanders, along with his two fellow beekeepers, have experience

The team at Flanders and Moffett, from left Duncan Lobb, Jonty Moffett,
Jeff Flanders and Rod Ryder.

working with larger commercial operators, including iconic
Hawke’s Bay company Arataki Honey, prior to the launch of his
business with local orchardist Jonty Moffett in 2017.
“We’ve seen what to do and what not to do,” Flanders says.
They are careful to get the ratio of Apivar and Bayvarol strips to
bees and brood correct, so as to get an effective mite kill, reduce
the likelihood of mite resistance to treatments, and also prevent
over spend.
“We count our frames of brood and match the number of strips
we put in. We usually put three Apivar in through spring, then in
February with Bayvarol the bees are not right across ten frames,
so we put mainly three Bayvarol in the bottom box and sometimes
four. After that, in April, we ProVap (oxalic acid vaporizer) all our
hives and usually do it twice.”
Winter losses average to about eight percent of hives.
The process of “fogging” hives with the ProVap is effective on
phoretic mites, that is those not under the cap of brood cells. It

BEES • HIVES • POLLINATION
Beekeepers Helping Beekeepers

We want to buy your excess bees after harvest!
We’re looking for bulk bee suppliers with 1000 or
more hives and a passion for the health and well
being of the bees.
Be part of something different.
Supply bees weekly in February, March and April
each year and turn your excess bees into cash.
We supply the gear, you supply the bees.
Full training and ongoing support provided.
Contact Jason now and be ready for the coming
export season.

jason@sja.co.nz | 027 499 9297
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may leave some small acid crystals in the hive which have an
impact on newly emerged mites in the coming days, Flanders
believes, but the main purpose is a quick knockdown of phoretic
varroa.
Bayvarol is providing Flanders and Moffett with good varroa
control in autumn time, but Flanders does stress the importance of
following that synthetic treatment up with something else before,
and then during, winter.
“If you haven’t got all your mites off with your strips, you need to
be hitting them with the ProVap within a couple of weeks of strips
out. But you’ve got to do a couple of treatments. You want to hit
them to make sure you have hives clear of mites going into winter.
Then in July, we give them another hit with the ProVap. April and
July and it works. I wouldn’t just hit them once,” he warns.
With two ProVap vaporizers and two people, Flanders and
Moffett can treat about 200 hives a day. While there is the initial
capital outlay for the vaporizer, the running costs are low: some
diesel for a generator, staff time and a small amount of oxalic
acid, Flanders says.
“A ProVap is about $1,400 to start with, but after that we bought
a 25 kg bag of oxalic acid and we haven’t even used that in four
years.”
While the numbers stack up there, there are some other key
management practices where the 1800-hive operation also relies
on getting the numbers right, including apiary sizes.
“We’re keeping our sites to an average of 16 hives, which helps
with varroa control. I drive around and see 40 to 50 hives at some

beekeeper’s dump sites and it’s not doing them any good. A lot of
the companies bring hives into dump sites and they haven’t got
round and put all their strips in at the same time, because they
can’t. That’s just reality. So, when they bring them all back into
town, they’ve got so many mismatched dates. You’re making a
volatile decision to do that,” Flanders warns.
Most of Flanders and Moffett’s apiaries are distanced from other
beekeepers’ apiaries, a luxury that makes varroa management
easier. There is a noticeable difference in varroa present at
apiaries where neighboring beehives are
closer and more abundant though, the
owner says.
Within their own apiaries they don’t
just keep total number of hives
down, but reducing the number
of brood boxes on a hive is a
varroa management ploy too.
“The biggest thing is
running a one height brood
box and keeping your brood
down,” Flanders says.
“That keeps your mites down
Jeff Flanders says a
ProVap oxalic acid
big time. The drone brood isn’t
vaporizer is a crucial
there as abundantly, so the mites
part of their varroa
aren’t getting hold.”
pest
management plan,
So, it’s a numbers game on
alongside twice yearly
several fronts for Flanders and
synthetic treatments.
Moffett, all aiding the goal of keeping
the number of varroa mites low.
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RMP Audit Training
Now “Mandatory”
A change in audit rules of Risk Management Programmes
(RMPs) for honey extraction and processing facilities, which
could see some beekeepers move from six-monthly to annual
audits, has been hailed as a win for the industry. However,
industry body New Zealand Beekeeping Incorporated (NZBI) are
concerned that new training requirements could be even more
onerous for beekeepers with honey houses, thus eroding any
potential benefit.
Discussion between the apiculture industry, the Ministry for
Primary Industries (MPI), NZ Food Safety and AsureQuality to
allow beekeepers to move to annual audits of their facility has
been taking place since 2020. Last December AsureQuality
issued a document outlining the changes and heralding the
collaborative work. However, within that document it stated
that those wishing to move to an annual audit are required to
complete five “mandatory” training courses.
However, NZBI believe the majority of beekeepers do not need
mandatory training and the courses are simply “money gathering
and a tick-box exercise” from MPI and AsureQuality.
The industry group were involved in initial meetings around
the need for a less onerous audit process for beekeepers’ RMP
facilities in 2020, but fellow industry body Apiculture New Zealand
completed the process with MPI and AsureQuality last year.
we
your honey!
“Afterwant
those meetings
we were of the belief there would be
training courses for those who were new to the industry or who
had been failing their audits on a regular basis,” NZBI president
Jane Lorimer says.
“At that point we were happy with that outcome. From there, we
didn’t see much information since the release that AsureQuality
have set up these courses and they are now mandatory.”
NZBI expressed their concerns in an email sent to MPI on
February
11, and
ononline
February
to sell, go
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form22 received a reply requesting the
right to share the correspondence with ApiNZ and AsureQuality.
bees.globalhoneycorp.com
NZBI granted the request, conditional to them being included in
correspondence on the matter going forward.
The RMP audit process has various levels, those at level 6 need
to be audited twice a year and those at the new level 7 just once.
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However,
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sayand
they
pointed out to MPI that only
globalhoneycorp.com
between
one and three percent of beekeeper audits are deemed
“unacceptable”, as per a statement published by MPI in January.
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Lorimer says they are also concerned at how often beekeepers
pursuing level 7 could be expected to undergo fresh training.
“Export regulations are changing every year, so we are
wondering how often we are going to have to repeat them. If
you had to repeat the training every three or four years, then it is
potentially going to be more costly to move to an annual audit
and you are better off staying at Level 6 and not do the training
courses.”
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PaperBottle

we also buy beeswax

get your product in a XelaPack
0800 call xela · xela.co.nz
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Honey Sales
– Branding Matters
Branding doesn’t begin
and end with a name
and good looking logo, it
stretches to your drums’
presentation and labelling
advises MyApiary’s
Darren Bainbridge.

BY DARREN BAINBRIDGE
– MyApiary founder and general manager
So, you are trying to sell your crop. Have you
stopped and thought about your customer? How
do they perceive you and your business? How do
you present your business and product to them?
Branding matters, and it’s not just a name and a good-looking
logo. Branding involves every aspect of your business. How are
your hives and premises presented – clean and tidy or scruffy and
messy? How quickly do you respond to inquiries, and unfortunately
the quality and presentation of your record-keeping and thus
drums’ labelling affects your brand image too.

A big one is your drum labels. This is what your customer sees on
a daily basis once they have bought honey from you and can
leave a lasting impact. Are your labels just hand scribbled
markings using some abbreviation that only has meaning to you,
or are they nicely printed labels with clear sequential batch and
drum number?
When speaking with honey packers and exporters, one of the
most frustrating aspects of their business is receiving drums
with handwritten markings that are hard to read and match to
a spreadsheet of honey they have supposedly been shipped.

TM

SMARTER BEEKEEPING

What
are others
saying
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MyApiary?

“MyApiary is
a user-friendly
system of recording
data, generating
reports, and
understanding costs.
This alone saves me
3 to 4 hours a day.”
Pou Stubbing - Mossop’s
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Especially frustrating are duplicate drum markings that could be
part of the same batch or from the same site, but different sessions
or batch/site codes that look very similar when handwritten.
SOME ADVICE FORM PACKERS MANAGING LARGE INVENTORIES
AND BUYING HONEY FROM MULTIPLE SUPPLIERS
Clearly mark your drums. Using a printed label is preferable.
Always have the year of production in your batch code. Don’t use
repeating drum numbers for batches i.e Batch1 Drum1-4, Batch2
Drum1-4 there is nothing worse than searching for a drum from a
supplier and having many drums with the numbers 1, 2, 3 or 4 on
them. Use a sequential drum number for the season and make
sure every drum label is unique.
If you need to, use a spreadsheet with your internal site
references and public drum ID to track your honey yields.
Below is an example drum ID we use with our extraction
management software. It’s clear and concise and once you know
the designations anyone can read it and understand it.

Drum ID: Y Y-BKID-BBBB-DDDD
Year
Beekeeper ID
Batch ID
Drum ID

An example of a clear
and concise drum
label which will aid
any honey business’s
branding.

As a traveling salesman, I get to see a lot of apiary and
extraction shed operations. Most are clean and tidy, but some
aren’t. I can tell you now, it’s the untidy ones that leave a
lasting impression.
Presentation and the quality of your record-keeping is one
of the easiest and cheapest things you can improve to help sell
your honey and ultimately reflects you and your business’s
values. Weigh up the cost of a $300-$400 label printer and a
few hours spent tidying and cleaning your premises, versus
the added value of presenting yourself as a clean and tidy
professional organisation.
Then ask, who would you prefer to do business with?
Darren Bainbridge is the founder and general manager of MyApiary,
a provider of beehive, apiary and honey house management software,
as well as beekeeping business advisory and consultancy.
www.myapiary.com
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Zero-Basing the
Public Service
BY IAN FLETCHER
Apiculture industry consultant and former
top bureaucrat Ian Fletcher gives his monthly
“Views from Outside the Apiary” as a
non-beekeeper but deep thinker on the
plight of New Zealanders.
The Herald reports that National Party leader, Christopher Luxon,
is attracted by the ACT Party idea that the Public Service should
be ‘zero-based’. That would mean assuming that everything
had to be justified afresh. Some of this is politics: National
needs something to give ACT as a possible coalition partner,
and the other idea floated, expunging references to the Treaty
of Waitangi, might have seemed a bit rich for Luxon, given that
getting Maori seats away from Labour is a vital task for National
if they’re to lead a winning coalition.

The world’s most
versatile loaders
for beekeepers

Zero-basing the Public Service isn’t a new idea – it’s been done
(or at least attempted) in other countries, quite often. It a bit
of a charade: true zero basing would involve being prepared
to consider whether to close schools and hospitals, empty the
prisons, stop pensions and so on. All quite unthinkable. So the
debate – if there is one - generally revolves around a few eyecatching cuts, or changes to departments. It might make ACT
feel good, but if I was their leader, I’d want more as part of a
coalition deal.
But the Public Service does seem a bit ramshackle. Beekeepers
have horror stories about MPI (many seem sadly justified). COVID
has exposed a health system that has struggled, an immigration
service that has failed its own people, armed forces that have
struggled with running MIQ and a pretty modest relief operation
in Tonga at the same time, and a police service that has often
seemed quite adrift. Worse could be ahead: M Bovis has exposed
a biosecurity system which I think would struggle with a really
serious disease incursion. An oil supply shock akin to the 1970s
would trouble MBIE. So, what can we do?
Governments need to be both legitimate and effective.
Legitimacy comes from democracy and elections. We’re not
too bad there. But it’s effectiveness that’s the problem. The trick
is to have a relatively competent public service that’s properly
accountable. To get that, Ministers need to hire capable officials,
organise them properly, and deploy them in effective ways. We fail
at all three.
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Firstly, senior officials are not capable, they’re acceptable, in
that they are no threat to the Minister. That means they don’t
challenge Ministers’ recycled ideas (often decades old and deeply
discredited). Ministers like having people who do their bidding,
rather than offer independent advice or effective delivery. At
the heart of this is Chief Executive of each department, who is
expected to be a sort of Superman or Woman, knowing the whole
work of the organisation and somehow able in some impossible
Herculean way to make it all work. It’s a recipe for failure, and
blame, which engenders just the sort of anxious risk-averse
behaviour that gets things wrong.
It’s self-reinforcing too: People lower down are anxious to please
the boss, avoid risk, and thus see their skills and confidence wither
over time. The solution: a return to a career service, with proper
non-discriminatory selection and guided career development,
so that it’s not just the CE but the whole team who are trained,
capable and confident. We have a service now that does not have
the supported development that would pay off over time. The
public service will be around for a very long time; investment in
making its longevity a virtue makes sense.
The current public service is too centralised (one point where I
agree with Luxon). I’ve said previously that local government in
New Zealand is too weak and needs reform and reinforcement.
Using regional service to train and develop public servants would
be helpful for everyone, especially if it was accompanied by

more autonomy for local government. Strong local government
would be innovative, enjoy local legitimacy and come to act as a
counterweight to the centre.
A perennial temptation for governments is to rearrange the
administrative furniture. The challenge is deceptively simple:
to make the best use of skills, and to clearly define the tasks
(hopefully with some connection to skills). We know from work
done a century ago that the best way to husband scarce skills is to
create real centres of excellence, where deep skills are maintained,
and can be deployed to good effect. So, a single government legal
service would be an obvious move, not having each department
hire its own lawyers. The same for the finance, HR, media and
other skills-based groups. For other areas where knowledge must
be applied, we know that teaching the science then the practice
is the way (so you teach scientists patent law, not try teaching
advanced physics to lawyers). Then create career ‘cones’ (the State
Department word) for the broad areas of expertise: a biosecurity
practice would be obvious, and familiar to many. We already do
this for the tax department. Time to learn from IRD?
Ian Fletcher is a former chief executive of the UK Patents Office, free
trade negotiator with the European Commission, biosecurity expert
for the Queensland government and head of New Zealand’s security
agency. These days he is a commercial flower grower in the Wairarapa
and consultant to the apiculture industry with NZ Beekeeping Inc.
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The Role of the
Honey Show
BY DAVE BLACK
Honey competitions are regular occurrences at beekeeping clubs around
New Zealand, and we even celebrate national awards judged at Apiculture
New Zealand’s annual conference. What is the history of honey shows
though and what is their value? Regular contributor Dave Black gives that
question some thought and determines the answer is in the name.

As honey bees arrived in New Zealand in the second half of the
19th century the ascension of an age of ‘scientific beekeeping’
300 years in the making had finally surfaced. Up until that point
most beekeepers were agricultural labourers or small farmers
living off subsistence wages, while the nascent industry was being
reimagined by urban intellectuals with a moral, religious, and
practical agenda to change the lives of the agrarian poor and
save the bees.
In those last fifty years the moveable-frame hive, the centrifugal
extractor, queen excluders, the porter bee escape, and foundation,
grew out of an international soup of ideas fostered by new
Associations founded expressly to promote ‘improved’,
‘scientific’, methods.
In the English-speaking world the British Bee Journal in 1870,
the formation of the British Beekeepers Association, and the first
National Honey Show in 1874 were at once cause and effect of a
period of rapid technical, social, and intellectual reformation for
beekeeping around the world.
For a long time, central to all this, the honey show performed
an essential function. To this day the stated purpose of the British
National Honey Show, probably the world’s most prestigious, is
for raising the standards of production of honey and all other
bee-produce. The honey show, often added to a long tradition
of annual autumnal produce shows, formed the basis of the
educational ‘outreach’ promoting new methods, and forged
political and intellectual connections between the academic
and moral elite and the rural worker. Beside the display, The
Honey Show was the billboard for manufacturers and suppliers of
equipment, a host for lectures and theorists, and in Europe and
North America every beekeeping organisation, local, regional, and
national, had one.
By the 1930’s a system of qualified professional honey judges
was in place. It was the competitive peer pressure of honey shows,
not a government department, which established a consumer’s
expectations, and taught how they were to be met. It was honey
shows that established your credentials as a product supplier.
We live in a different world. Are honey shows still important? I’d
like to think so. Honey shows are in the business of making experts.
They are supposed to be a test of some essential beekeeping
skills and examine the ability to harvest and pack honey while
maintaining the highest standards for quality and hygiene. They
should be aspirational and provide examples of best that can be
achieved, and not just for the beekeeper. A visit to a show by a

member of the public can change their perception of the
product forever.
Some of the more peripheral talents, like brewing, making
polishes and cosmetics, and cooking with honey, provide
an opening for more diverse interests and supply ideas for
innovative revenue streams. Creative arts exhibits celebrate novel
perspectives on what we do and play to an audience; actually, it is
all about the audience.
While a good show celebrates the season, it celebrates
authenticity and cements the confidence of an industry in the
quality of its undertaking. There’s a clue in the name. It is not
hidden away, an obscure back-room pastime for the amateur
dilettante. A Honey Show should be a front-page news, public
affirmation that we know what we are doing and do it well.
And yet (there is always a ‘but’). If we create an industry where
scale forces specialisation, where intermediaries separate the
‘producer’ from the ‘consumer’, the harvester does not pack and
the packer does not sell, maybe the honey show is finished. Maybe
the consumers have to have government regulate standards they
cannot choose. Maybe the regulations just facilitate fair-play
and foreign foes, rather than perfection at any price, and, maybe
beekeeping associations just become representative trade unions
for a common cause. Is that what we want?
Dave Black is a Bay of Plenty based hobbyist beekeeper who
now works in the kiwifruit industry. He has a degree in Environmental
Science and for the past 25 years he has been reading and writing about
bees and beekeeping. His essays are available at
www.beyondbeebooks.substack.com

The author receives the Gadge Cup, from the treasurer
of Guilford’s division of the Surrey Beekeepers
Association, November 1998. The silver cup was
donated by S.W. Gadge, in post from 1929 – 1961,
who qualified as a honey judge in the early 1940s.
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Baking and Beekeeping
in the Bay
In just two and a half years of existence Beekeepers Hawke’s Bay
has grown to 70 members, is playing a key role in disease and pest
management in the area’s beehives and even has their own extraction
facility. That success is off the hard work of some key members, one of
those being Graham Heaven who stepped into the club’s presidency last
year. We catch up with the former baker and business owner, now moving
into retirement with beekeeping a heavy presence in his life.
The Heaven name is synonyms with baking in Hawke’s Bay, with
Graham and wife Denise launching Heaven’s Bakery in Napier
in 1974. Over the years five more stores were developed, but
beekeeping almost got in the way of it all.
“I got really interested in beekeeping,” Heaven, now in his 70s and
edging towards retirement, says, looking back to the early 1970s
and his 20s.
“I could see some potential there at the time and I remember
dreaming and thinking it could be a business.”
There was good reason for beekeeping catching Heaven’s
youthful eye. While training to be a baker he mixed in a stint of
several years driving trucks for local beekeeping business Arataki
Honey, between their bases in Havelock North and Waiotapu,
south of Rotorua.

Former baker and now
beekeeper Graham
Heaven at work in
Beekeepers Hawke’s Bay’s
new extraction facility.

“In those days it was the old Taupo road and we used to load
the truck up to the gunnels and it was about a four-and-a-half,
five hour trip up to Waiotapu. Now it is a lot less. Sometimes it
would take five and a half hours one way,” Heaven explains.
The cargo varied, but often included honey boxes, full one way
and empty stickeys the other. Mixed in with his early morning
starts at the bakery, it made for some long hours to boost his
pay packet.
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“I used to start at two o’clock in the morning at the bakery and
then finish about 8am. Then drive the Arataki truck up to Waiotapu
and back again. Then home for a few hours sleep, before off to work
again at the bakery. I was pretty fit in those days.”
Fit yes, but Heaven also admits he may have been “young and
stupid” to pack in the hours some days! After a few years of doing
that, his own bakery business became a reality and for the best part
of 40 years it occupied much of Heaven’s time, before beekeeping
popped up again about 10 years ago.
When the couple sold their baking business to their son, wife
Denise bought Heaven a Flow Hive. That once again piqued the
intrigue from his 20s and now he has about 100 hives to his name,
along with the presidency of the local club.
“Once I got the Flow Hive, then I got another and I split that, and
split that, and then kept splitting and splitting and splitting.”
Much of Heaven’s past 10 years has been spent traveling
New Zealand to work with other businesses on research and
development, but beekeeping has also squarely found a place.
He has been a member of Beekeepers Hawke’s Bay since its
inauguration in 2019 and although never having served on the
committee, found himself in the top job at the last AGM.
“I’m quite enjoying it actually. it’s quite challenging, but I’ve been
in business all my life, so it’s not too bad,” he says of the role.
Like any beekeeping club, education is a focus and this is primarily
served through a range of field days on the calendar. Further to
that, the club plays an important role in helping control disease in a
region that is among the most populated by beehives in the country,

by helping provide hive inspections and rescuing abandoned hives.
“People think that this is a bloody good little hobby, but don’t
understand the work in keeping a beehive. They don’t, or can’t,
afford to treat for varroa or anything else and perhaps don’t
understand AFB (American foulbrood). Sometimes they’ll just
abandon the hive and that’s when we come into it.”
Heaven says he and fellow club member Dave Hills spend a lot
of time inspecting suspect AFB colonies and collecting abandoned
hives. They have had to destroy around 30 AFB hives this calendar
year already.
On a more positive note, the club’s extraction facility in Bay
View, north of Napier, launched last year and has the ability to
spin out about 60 boxes a day. It is working well, but has come
at a cost of around $60,000 (as detailed on pg 23 of the May
2021 Apiarist’s Advocate). So, now they hope to be able to extract
beekeepers honey from further afield, not just club members, to
help it earn its keep.
There’s plenty going on at the young club and Heaven is in no
hurry to step away from beekeeping either, the 75-year-old still
enjoys his 100 hives.
“I’m a very young 75. I would like to think I have about another
eight years in it and even if I got rid of my own hives, I would
probably put myself out there to help other people with theirs,”
he says, adding, “That is my philosophy in life, helping people and
passing on skills.”
Contact: beekeepershbinc@gmail.com or ph 027 237 8506.
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AFB Dogs
– Scepticism
Warranted?
BY NIGEL COSTLEY
The AFB Management Agency’s hesitancy over
dogs in AFB detection (as detailed in last month’s
Advocate story) is entirely understandable.
No one doubts the ability of dogs to sniff out
AFB and the potential this has for the industry.
The acid question is, how would this impact
on the beekeepers’ over-all disease
management practice?

For physical inspections, for example, would it be in addition
to, or a substitute for? To the well-organized and conscientious
beekeeper, I suspect, it would tend to be the former. But they are
not the problem. For those beekeepers struggling with AFB – for
whatever reason – the prospect of using dogs could seem like a
quick fix. Put the dog over the apiary. No reaction. No need for
an inspection. Sweet. Another short-cut to a practice already
floundering in short cuts.
The other sticking point is environmental variability. Even if
the dogs demonstrate their effectiveness in the field, can you
generalise from that to other apiaries where different conditions
may pertain? Other odours, thymol used for varroa treatment for

instance, may mask
AFB’s scent. It may well
be that experience, both for
the dogs and the beekeepers,
will eventually iron out these
problems. But this will take time,
extra verifying inspections, good
record keeping, and be messy for
AFB Management to monitor.
Whatever else, a thorough physical
inspection of every brood frame must be a core skill (and frequent
practice) of every beekeeper. Until the industry can be convinced
that the use of dogs will not be at the expense of other disease
control methods further scepticism is warranted.
Nigel Costley is a Nelson beekeeper and former AFB
recognition tutor.

Want to tell
beekeeping stories
and earn some
extra income?
Apiarist’s Advocate is
searching for freelance
writers to contribute to
our monthly eMagazine.

If you have skill with
the written word and an
understanding of beekeeping
and the apiculture industry,
then we want to hear from you.

An accountant who understands
your business!
I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant,
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner
with all of my clients. What’s important to me
is understanding my clients’ business and
bringing that personal touch. Please contact
me confidentially and without obligation if
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and
your business this year.

Nigel Costley

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100
Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Ph. Patrick 027 383 7278 or email
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz
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Classified Listings
List in the Advocate classifieds for free. Simply email your
40 words or less listing to: advertising@apiadvocate.co.nz

QUEENS & CELLS
ApiLife Limited: Quality Queens: Mated,
virgins or cells. Limited quantity available
for December and January. Free courier
delivery nationwide. Cells: Pick up only.
Email: info@apilife.co.nz
Phone: 027 355 9790
Kiwi Queens: Mated Italian Queens,
Virgins Queens and NUCs. Available
throughout NZ. Nelson/Tasman - cells
available for collection. Pre-order over
wintered queens now for next season.
Contact - Matt Goldsworthy 027 727 3392
or kiwiqueens@hotmail.com
Lion Apiaries: King of Queens. An industry
leader producing quality queen bees and
queen cells for beekeepers throughout
New Zealand. Check us out at
www.lionqueens.nz all enquires to
info@lionqueens.nz
Pyramid Apiaries: Quality Italian queens,
Marlborough. Mated and virgin queens –
available via courier delivery throughout
New Zealand. Cells – pickup only. Order
your over-wintered queens now for spring
delivery, before they are all gone!
www.pyramidapiaries.co.nz, pyramid.
apiaries@gmail.com, 027 383 7278
(Patrick).

HIVE SALES
Pyramid Apiaries: Nuc hives, Marlborough.
Five frame cor-flute boxes with quality
Italian mated queen. Pickup only.
www.pyramidapiaries.co.nz,
pyramid.apiaries@gmail.com,
027 383 7278 (Patrick).

HONEY EXTRACTION,
PACKING & STORAGE
CrystechNZ: Specialist honey solutions
in extraction/processing/packaging.
Supplying a wide range of equipment
for the honey house, plus ongoing
maintenance and servicing.
Visit www.crystech.co.nz or
ph 07 579 0082 to discuss your solution.

HD Process NZ: Specialists in sanitary
processing equipment for the honey
industry. Pump, filters, heat exchangers,
extraction, processing.
www.hdprocess.co.nz,
james@hdprocess.co.nz, ph 09 580 2520.
Lion Apiaries: Otahuhu, Auckland. Our
extraction plant can produce up to two
tonnes of raw, unfiltered honey a day. RMP
certified for export. Highly competitive
pricing.
www.lionqueens.nz/extraction
or email info@lionqueens.nz
Manuka Engineering. We design, install
and manage high tech machinery to
help improve your honey extraction,
packing or processing business. www.
manukaengineering.com 027 6677 588.
Manuka Orchard. Need more from your
honey? We offer a range of services
from, extraction, storage (all temps.),
moisture reduction, chilled super storage.
Paengaroa, BOP.
www.manukaorchard.com, 027 6677 588

BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE/WANTED
Avant Loaders: Glenbrook Machinery.
Suppliers of Avant, the world’s most
versatile loaders for beekeepers.
www.glenbrook.co.nz, ph 0800 453 627
Honey Dryer: For sale, includes NZ made
custom industrial dehumidifier. Also, early
model vertical Beetech hummer spinfloat.
Ph 027 362 8084

HONEY FOR SALE/WANTED
ApiLife Limited: Bulk honey available at
competitive prices. Please email: info@
apilife.co.nz for all inquiries.
3000 kg of Monofloral Manuka Honey:
season 2020/21 ready for packing and
exporting. Extra Drums of high UMF NonManuka for sale. Stored under RMP in
Kaiwaka, northland.
Phone 021 289 9060 or email
honeybytheseanz@gmail.com

HIVE INSPECTION/
MENTORING SERVICE
ApiLife Limited: AFB/ COI Inspections
available, North Island only.
Email: info@apilife.co.nz
Phone: 027 355 9790.
MyApiary: Job management and
productivity software for commercial
beekeepers. Also, our advisory service
helps beekeepers run productive
businesses, not just keep bees.
www.myapiary.com, ph (07) 391 0039
Maggie James Powerpoint Tutorial –
Producing Large Numbers of Quality
Queen Cells: For commercial beekeepers
and long-term hobbyists. Sunday 15 May,
9.30 a.m-2.30 p.m, Leeston $210 pp (incl
GST). Further info & online bookings:
www.mjqueenb.co.nz/queen-cellproduction-tutorials. Enquiries welcome,
Maggie James 027 629 9388.
Neville Marr Chartered Accountant: I’m
a Blenheim-based chartered accountant,
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner
with all of my clients. What’s important to
me is understanding my clients’ business
and bringing that personal touch.
Ph 027 276 7682, e: office@marrnz.com,
www.marrnz.com.

BEEKEEPING CLUBS &
GROUPS
List you club here for free: Email your
40 words or less to
advertising@apiadvocate.co.nz
Whangarei Bee Club: meets on the first
Saturday of the month, 10am at Whareora
Hall (820 Whareora Road, Whangarei).
For details go to www.whangareibeeclub.
co.nz, select ‘About Us’ and then ‘Club Day
Invitation’. See you there.
Franklin Beekeepers Club: 137 Sim Road,
Paerata, Auckland 2580. Meetings on
second Sunday of the month, 9.45am start.
www.franklinbees.co.nz.
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Hawkes Bay Bee Club: Pakowhai Hall, Pakowhai Road, Pakowhai
(opposite the shop) from 7pm on the first Thursday each month
(except January).
Email: beekeepershbinc@gmail.com
The Buzz Club Otaki: Waitohu School Hall, Te Manuao Rd., Otaki.
Meetings every 3. Wednesday of the month, 7-9pm.
Contact: thebuzzclubotaki@gmail.com.
Wellington Beekeepers Assoc.: Meets on the first Wed of each
month (except Jan) at 7:30 pm at Johnsonville Community Centre
Main Hall. Beginners class at 6:45 pm.
www.beehive.org.nz, email: secretary@beehive.org.nz
Nelson Beekeepers Club: Waimea Lounge, A&P Showgrounds,
Richmond. Meets first Tuesday of the month (except Jan) 7-9pm.
www.nelsonbeekeepers.org.nz, email tasmanbees@gmail.com,
Ph 03 548 6220.

Thoughts,
feelings or
other input
you’d like
to share?
We’d love to hear it.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Apiculture New Zealand Conference and Trade Exhibition:
“Sharing Knowledge, Sharing the Load for a Better Future”. June
30-July 1, Te Pae Christchurch Convention Centre. Registrations
open now.
www.apinz.org.nz/apinz-conference

Email your
‘letter to the editor’ to
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
Waikato-based: Award winning boutique honey business for
sale. Includes a strong local brand with established website & 40
stockists. At least 150 beehives and additional gear, honey, etc.
Happy to discuss options and pricing.
Please phone 021 623 515.

Apiarist's Advocate is brought to you by Patrick & Laura Dawkins,
Marlborough beekeepers.
www.apiaristsadvocate.com
www.facebook.com/apiadvocate
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